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ABSTRACT

This article aims to investigate teachers’ perspective towards using YouTube as a learning tool on young learners’ vocabulary development through virtual learning. The researchers used a qualitative approach with online questionnaire and online interview as the instrument. There were seven teachers who participated in this research, the data was collected and triangulated to multiple sources such as questionnaire surveys, and semi-structured informal interviews through online meetings. The result of this research shows that using YouTube as a learning tool on young learners’ vocabulary development during the virtual learning can motivate teachers to teach the young learners’ vocabulary development using a variety of different learning tools. Video clips on YouTube in virtual classrooms since it is practical in time and money. It is recommended to use YouTube as a learning tool, because it can simplify the less since it has audio-visual effects featured. It is fresh, practical, interesting, informative and also more flexible in time and distances learning tool, especially during this Covid-19 pandemic.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual learning has already been an increasingly popular and useful medium for the student to hold an education process during the Covid-19 pandemic. It has increasingly become a new way of learning for students all around the world, and it includes the young learner in Thai. Virtual learning is designed to extend educational experiences.[1] In virtual learning environments, students can access any educational resources and interact in different ways from traditional classrooms. The previous study investigates classes where computers can be utilized, and also appears the defiance that faces teachers and educators regarding this application.[2] and also virtual learning can be defined as an optional learning that can functionally and effectively occur in the absence of traditional classroom environments. Virtual learning requires computer software, and the Internet. Because the characteristics of virtual learning are distance and internet
connection, teachers are also needed in virtual learning in order to guide and provide clear instruction for their students. Virtual learning is a learning process that uses technology such as devices and the internet connections as well as the electronic learning materials which are interactive and downloadable. [3] Virtual learning also helps the teachers to communicate with students and parents about the student's progress, as these learning management systems are very helpful for them.

Virtual learning also can overcome the students' boring matter, interest, and bring them to the new learning environment if the teachers can be creative to use technology-based learning to assist them while teaching in the virtual learning process such as YouTube. The previous researchers have concluded that YouTube is a necessary tool in classrooms as it appeals to the student attention and involves their mentality and creativity. [2] It also can assist teachers in the learning materials. YouTube also can lead the students' happiness element into classes, through meeting the interests of students using some of the technology-based internet. [2] The interest in the learning process has a high impact on the educational process, especially when handling big classes. So, YouTube could have a high potential for improving the learning skills of students. YouTube is an online video repository, that was found in February 2005 by three former employees of the e-Commerce Business PayPal, in which users could upload, publish, and watch videos by streaming. Everyone can download, view, and share video clips on a wide variety of content. Such contents include movie clips, TV shows, music videos and video blogs. [2] In the previous study has investigated how effective YouTube is as a learning tool in the educational process and how it is beneficial for language teachers to enhance the skills of students. [4] It turns out that YouTube brings the fun element into classes, which thereby meet the interests. YouTube videos can help the students to guess the meaning of unfamiliar words, help students improve their speaking skills, and prevent students from going astray while speaking and listening to the videos. [5]

Using YouTube as a learning tool to learn in school has so many barriers and challenges. This could influence teachers' perceptions and confidence. Using YouTube as a tool in the classroom has been beneficial both for the teacher and learner. It has Similarity when the teacher uses an interactive whiteboard in teaching and learning through an e-Learning classroom. Also, the virtual learning environment has a positive effect on learners' learning process. [2] It can be concluded that virtual learning has a positive effect on the learner. But, Using YouTube as a learning tool to learn in school has so many barriers and challenges. This could influence teachers’ perceptions and confidence. A lot of research that has been done based on the students’ perspective, but there is no research that has been done from teachers’ perspective.

So, here in this study the researcher decided to investigate this study from the teachers' perspective on how the teachers’ experiencing and feels with using YouTube as a learning tool in the learning process for the young learners to student young learners’ vocabulary through virtual learning. This paper focuses on the teachers' perspective on how YouTube videos can be used as a learning tool to develop English young learners’ vocabulary in Loei, Thailand.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

a. YouTube as a tool on Young Learners Vocabulary Development

Vocabulary can be defined as some words of a language, it is including a single item and phrases or chunks from several words which convey a particular meaning, the way individual words do. Vocabulary also could represent one of the most important skills that are necessary for teaching and learning a foreign language process. Through vocabulary, all the other skills which are; reading, writing, speaking, and listening could developed.[6] The main aspect of language skills is vocabulary which can support students' ability to the four skills in a language (speaking, listening, reading, and writing). But there is one of the principles in learning a language that is vocabulary.[7] It is also strengthened by the statement that says “Without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary, nothing can be conveyed”. [8] Thus it can be interpreted that, as hard as you learn the grammar, your English will not develop if you do not learn or improve the vocabulary. Similarity to the research that outline “Vocabulary can be defined, roughly, as the words we teach in the foreign language. However, vocabulary may be more than just a single word: for example, a piece of chalk and mother-in-law, which are made up of two or three words but express a single idea”. [9]

Because of some of the research, it is very important to learn a new language from the basics and it is very good to start at a young age. Young learners are very active and respond well to praise, they are also very interested in learning-based playing games. [10] Young learners could be very interested in learning by imitating what they listen and watch. In the learning process, they also could find it very hard to focus on one thing. In this research, the researcher conducted this study to know the young learner's English vocabulary development through YouTube as the learning tool. Since YouTube is effective in online learning process. [11]

b. The Use of YouTube in the Virtual Learning

One of the online media platforms that can be used in the learning process is YouTube. [11] YouTube is a free web based service that contains short contents about specific concepts. [12] YouTube has the potential to be an useful educational tool that offers endless opportunities for formal and informal education for the student centered language learning approaches. [13] Based on the previous study, the researcher has found the use of video clips from YouTube to aid student comprehension.[14] The Preparation for using YouTube activity, it’s requires the teacher to create a short narrative text based on the contents material of the chosen YouTube video before the lesson is started. The lesson plan should follow all the stages such as; preparation stage, dictation stage, reconstruction stage, and then closing stage.

1) Preparation stage

In this stage, all the hardware and software components should be available during the process, the screen, laptop, and the internet connection has to be connected.
Teachers should prepare video clips that provide some educational content and it is fun to enjoy.

2) **Dictation stage**

Teachers have to illustrate the topic that the young learner will learn for the day, teachers can use some illustration video clips if it’s necessary. YouTube videos present alternative viewpoints to develop the student’s ability to reach some vocabulary development. And also, videos that are served by the teacher have to be a stimulus for their student learning activities.

3) **Reconstruction stage**

While playing the video, the teacher can ask students for their reaction in an open discussion, direct them to answer specific questions collaboratively, or ask specific questions about the content presented. YouTube clips that the teacher used should get the student’s attention through inserting sound clips of comedy or inspiring and motivating videos to the class while covering any particular topic and also should be entered into collaborative learning exercises to student vocabulary development. The teacher can assign some examples of a new vocabulary that they learn that day. YouTube videos should motivate and inspire students through a colorful video content may make a huge difference in their moods, motivation, and attitude.

4) **Closing Stage**

In this stage, the teachers should review all the material that they give to their students in the class, and try to ask students to conclude it. After that, the teacher can give the students a task if it is necessary. Then the teacher can end the class.

c. **The Use of YouTube for Young Learners Vocabulary**

There are many media platforms which can be used in teaching vocabulary to young learners. In this research, the researcher used teachers’ perspective on using YouTube to teach young learner vocabulary. The previous study has found that using YouTube has significant improvement for the students’ vocabulary achievement.[15] The enjoyable and entertaining atmosphere that created by the use of YouTube could motivated the students to learn.[16] Most young learners at an English course were engaged during the implementation of the video on YouTube in teaching vocabulary.[17] With the evolution of the Web YouTube will provide a broader spectrum of functionality for instance using exact word and phrase search that will proof to be especially useful for language learning.[13] YouTube in the classroom could develop vocabulary, make learning fun and interesting, and also motivate learners. YouTube also offered statistically significant effects on the students' vocabulary acquisition.[18] YouTube videos can also be utilized as realia to stimulate cultural lessons, and promote authentic vocabulary development.[19] Since YouTube is an online platform that contain a huge amount of creative content maker, the student can use YouTube as a new tool to improve their vocabulary.
RESEARCH METHOD

The approach used in this research is a qualitative approach with a survey method. This is an analytical study based on the teacher's perspective on the vocabulary development of young learners. The type of research in this study is qualitative-descriptive. This research was held for one semester. In this study the sample was taken with a random sampling method. Respondents in this study were selected through personal contact.

To explore the teacher’s perspective towards student vocabulary development Using YouTube as a tool on Virtual Learning for educational purposes without unnecessary danger of virus infection, the present study is conducted through questionnaire online survey and online interview as the instrument. Based on the purpose of the study, 7 active English teachers who taught at their Thai schools willingly participated in the study survey to get more in-depth information about the values, experiences, and attitudes towards using YouTube education for the development of their students' vocabulary. These teachers were born and raised in Thailand. The average age of teachers is 30.7 with age ranges ranging from 20-43. Two male and five female teachers. The Data was collected and triangulated to multiple sources such as questionnaire surveys, and semi-structured informal interviews through online meetings. For this study, the questionnaire survey served as the first source of information. The data that has been collected is the data about their experience when using YouTube on their students and their perception of how it affects their academic involvement in the context of the development of their student vocabulary. After that, informal online interviews are conducted with each of the seven teachers. Informal interviews (online chat and voice notes) are conducted as an additional data collection tool, allowing teachers to share their stories in a more relaxed and comfortable environment.

The researchers of the present study have developed a ten-item questionnaire questions applied to the elementary teacher in Loei, Thailand. Participants respond to each item as a linear scale number from 1-5. For number 1, it is pointed as strongly disagreeing, while for number 3 is for the Neutral, and number 5 for strongly agreeing with the statement. The researcher confirmed the statement with a semi-formal interview that was held by the researcher by online meeting and a LINE Messenger Application. The sample is limited to the teacher of the preliminary because in the school that the researcher does the research is on the preliminary level. The researchers conducted and applied the questionnaire electronically using the Google form that is shared through a link in the LINE message application to reach all the teachers who participate in this study. A vote was structured and distributed to 8 teachers but only 7 teachers responded to the questionnaire. Thus, the study sample considered the male and female teachers who answered the closed survey to evaluate the result of their perspective on how effective YouTube is as a learning tool, is it can be used to improve the student vocabulary. The researchers constructed the items of the poll based on the fact that YouTube as a learning tool can be used to improve young learners’ vocabulary and it is influential for the educational environment and language virtual learning for the young learners. Besides, they are supported and highlighted by others.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The responses from the teachers to item number one, “Teaching young learners through YouTube clips and content videos is easy, practical, and the students are enjoying the learning process when the teacher uses YouTube in the virtual classroom.” show that 71% of them agree and about 29% of them strongly agree to this statement. It has been confirmed to the teachers that using YouTube is practical they also mentioned that their students enjoy learning through YouTube. It is quite interesting as they have so much fun while experiencing it. And also, their students are enjoying the learning process more when their teacher uses YouTube as their learning tool since it has audio and visual effects and also, they can choose a variety of videos from unlimited sources. There are some findings in a previous study that found that 43% of the students agree that the materials are explained on video adequately, and the students fully comprehend them. [4] And also, some of the previous study supports this view through his interviews with language students. He concluded that the majority of his sample members feel happy and satisfied while watching YouTube videos. [20]
In the item number two, “Mostly my students understand the material presented on YouTube videos properly and they are more active in the learning process.” The result showed that 75% of teachers agree, and there are also 25% of them strongly agree with this statement. The materials that the teachers use on YouTube are understandable and mostly their students are more active in the learning process and their students understand the content learned from the tutorials uploaded to YouTube. It is confirmed with the teachers, they said that "as long as the internet connection is good enough the student will easily understand the material presented and be more active during the process." In contrast to the result from the previous study, 43% of students agree that the materials are explained on video adequately, and the students are fully comprehend them. Only 36% are neutral to this, and 21% disagree on the probability of gaining a complete understanding of the materials.[4]

For item number three, “The teachers must use YouTube as a learning tool not to replace the role of the teacher in the virtual classroom.” teachers’ responses show that 67% agree and about 33% strongly agree with this statement. Within this statement, the present study found that the possibility of using videos instead of the teacher in classes is not high enough to replace the role. Since the student still has to ask the teacher if they have a question regarding their understanding of the material presented or not, and only watching a video on YouTube cannot give the answer to the student, especially for the young learners they tend to have unlimited curiosity and teachers know the subject material and give good feedback. The findings of the present study show a considerable interest in using YouTube as a learning tool in the virtual classroom. The previous study assures that technology can play a crucial role in improving the understanding of the students and shows that learners are eager to have technology like YouTube in the classroom to be more comfortable.[20] The point here is that mostly all of the students are enjoying the virtual learning process using YouTube. As long as there is a brief instruction, creative and interesting material content from the teacher, the student will follow the teacher's instruction without any trouble. It shows that teachers must employ YouTube videos as a tool for learning.
For item number four, “The teacher can use YouTube to assign student vocabulary assignments in a virtual learning.” teachers' responses show that 44% agree with the change and 56% strongly agree with this statement. The point here is that teachers can use YouTube not just only to present material but also can be used as a tool for their student assignment. It has been confirmed to the teachers that sometimes they ask their students to upload their assignment as a video on YouTube since it is not possible to submit their assignment directly during the Covid-19 pandemic.

For item number five, “using YouTube takes a lot of money and time.” 43% of the participants find it to be neutral, and about 57% disagree with this statement. It has been confirmed to the teachers that using YouTube is not really that expensive, since YouTube itself is free. But some of the components need money, for the example is the internet.
In Item number six, “There are many disadvantages to using YouTube Videos clips as a learning tool in the virtual learning process.” shows that 45% strongly disagree, 44% disagree, and 11% are neutral with this statement. This statement has been confirmed by the teachers, they said that they disagree that YouTube has more disadvantages as a learning tool since it can be accessed by anyone, everywhere, anytime, and unlimitedly as long as the user has a good internet connection and the device to use it. But, the teachers also state that they do not always use YouTube as their learning tool to improve student vocabulary. They only use YouTube if the student has low interest in the usual learning process shows that YouTube can be used as a learning tool for the young learners since it has entertaining and educational factors on it.

Item number seven, “From YouTube videos clips content, teachers can improve young English learners' vocabulary development in the virtual learning process.” 100% teachers agree with this statement. In this study, teachers find that YouTube videos are significant in improving students' vocabulary. It has confirmed to the teacher that surprisingly their student vocabulary is improving through the video clips from YouTube. Unlike the previous study, the result displays that 75% of students find YouTube videos significant in improving these two aspects of language. Only 11% do not agree, and 14% are neutral to the statement that says YouTube videos are vital in developing grammatical patterns and building vocabulary.[4] YouTube videos can simplify
lessons since they have audio and digital effects and make them more realistic and understandable.[20] In addition, he states that the audio-visual effects featured in YouTube videos can help learners to grasp the hidden meanings of some references and idioms in the English language and sources that are available in the library.

As for item number eight, “YouTube videos clips content can enhance student language skills, especially in listening and speaking.” 100% of the teachers agree with this statement. Not only for improving student vocabulary, YouTube also can be used to improve other students' language skills. One of the teachers said that if the teacher can use the video clips from YouTube properly and find some good quality on the video, by watching from videos on YouTube can improve their language skills, speaking and listening in particular but of course it should be in sync with practice. reviews that YouTube is a useful tool that can build the knowledge of learners and help them improve their English fluency. Also, watching YouTube videos can help learners to communicate and experience events in the various videos.

As for item number nine, “I found myself feeling motivated to teach the student when I used the material on YouTube chart” 14% of the teachers agree and 86% is strongly agree with
this statement. Not only for the student, the benefits of using YouTube also could affect the teacher. It has been confirmed by the teachers that they feel more active and motivated when they use YouTube in the process before and after the learning process. One of them said that because on YouTube they have seen a lot of professional video clips. YouTube is a useful tool that can build the knowledge of both learners and teachers. It could help them improve their English fluency. And help them to communicate, participate and experience events in the various videos.
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Chart 10 I recommend to others teachers to teach their student using YouTube chart.

As for item number ten, “I recommend to other teachers to teach their students using YouTube” 14% of the teachers disagree and 86% is strongly agree with this statement. It has been confirmed to the teacher that they will recommend it to other teachers to use YouTube if the teacher can use YouTube effectively. They won’t recommend it if they think that the teacher that they will recommend can’t use technology because it will make them confused.

The point of the researchers through this study is to analyze YouTube as a learning tool from teachers’ perspective for the young learners’ vocabulary development in the virtual learning process. The questionnaire items find out the positive feelings and experiences from both the teachers and the students. Thus, these findings should be taken when applying technology to classrooms to enhance the teaching-learning virtually process. Recommendations and suggestions is of priority to this research as it is a real attempt to lessen the challenges. As the results display, teachers find that using YouTube as a learning tool during the virtual learning is fresh, practical, interesting, informative and also more flexible in time and distances.

**CONCLUSION**
To increase the students' understanding materials, and vocabulary development, teachers should take YouTube videos seriously as an educational tool since the teacher can choose the proper videos and time length and they can play the videos indefinitely. Teachers have a strong motivation for using YouTube videos in virtual classrooms since it is practical in time and money. To the extent of that statement, they confirm that it is the best option for a learning tool in virtual learning. Since YouTube is an online platform that can be used by anyone, everywhere, anytime, and unlimitedly as long as the user has a good internet connection and the device to use it. Besides, teachers do believe that YouTube videos can enhance their students' language skills and aspects, especially in speaking and listening.

Teachers find that using YouTube is the best medium to the virtual educational process as it offers all the advantages of having more beneficial and exciting teaching experience and it is enjoyable for both teachers and students. It can be a good learning tool in virtual learning since it can be accessed by anyone, everywhere, and anytime especially during this Covid-19 pandemic. YouTube videos can help students to approach new vocabulary through the authentic material presented in videos clips. But still YouTube cannot replace the role of the teacher in the learning process because the students still need to be guided to use YouTube as their learning tools. Thus, YouTube videos are vital for the educational process, and further studies should be more focused on improving student learning interest during the Covid-19 pandemic at different levels.
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